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Welcome to the travel agents to participate in our youth a two-day

tour of the Mission Zhaoqing. Today, accompanied by everyone

fortunate enough to visit, I am very happy, hope you will be able to

share good times together. First of all, to introduce myself. I am a

tour guide this trip, I called XXX, you can call me or Zhu Ming Tsai

on the list. Now, I have to talk about the journey we are most

concerned about, take a look at what we have to go to fun places to

play. This is the tour we Zhaoqing, Zhaoqing is a national historical

and cultural city, the first batch of Chinas excellent tourist city. To

Qixingyan, Dinghushan Xinghu composed of scenic spots is the first

batch of key national scenic spots and is also the first batch of ten

national demonstration sites of civilization, one of the tourism

landscape. First of all, our first stop today is going to Qixingyan,

Qixingyan, the lake area of 530 hectares, of Yanfeng 7 tall and

straight, the sky like a big dipper. Lake in the mountains, the

mountains are holes, the holes have a river, known as the "first

Lingnan wonders." The "wonders of the Lingnan first" name the

Qixingyan located on the northern outskirts of Zhaoqing. Seven

different forms of limestone stacks standing lake, the Big Dipper

layout of the shape of the sky, named "Qixingyan." Wind Langzhong

named Rock, yuping rock, stone chamber rock, Tianzhu Rock,

Toad Rock, Rock仙掌, the Arab-Israeli rock slope. Lake Qixingyan



five or six posts, seven rocks, composed of eight holes. Out of seven

Weizhi Beidou Yanfeng as mounted on the 6.5 square kilometers of

the lake rippling blue waves, constitutes a picturesque landscape like.

east fairy Buddhist concept, the Millennium Temple (a m-dong).

West wave Zhaohui sea. south gate the night, the first musical

fountain in Asia. north Awa springs (dual-source-dong), Eastern

Buddhist temple (500 Ocean Island). in yuping Pinnacle, champion

Liu-fang, the moon in the water rock clouds, Shishi possession odd

poem Millennium Gallery, Tianzhu Reaching for the Stars, such as

wind仙掌spots, favorite people to linger. Qixingyan to set

"Mountain Guilin, Hangzhou Water" and is famous at home and

abroad. Qixingyan is located in the City Center, backed by

mountains, Northridge. Qi Zhi 7 out because if the Big Dipper, it got

its name. Qixingyan many legends of the origin, it said that the seven

peaks Qixingyan Nuwa 7 Sky-Hole Patching Lingshi left. there are

said to be the envy of the world the sky seven fairies, independence

and love zhaoqing下凡not return, and so on. Qixingyan the opening

of the Tang Dynasty began in the early years, after which both the

development and construction of history. After new China was

founded, through the rationale for mountain water, landscaping,

repair of monuments, adding a new downturn, the construction of

tourist facilities, so that even more fascinating charm Qixingyan.

Approval of the State Council in 1982 to become the first national

key scenic spots. Langzhong Qixingyan Scenic Area by the wind,

yuping, Shishi, Tianzhu, toads,仙掌, slope, such as Afghanistan and

East Lake 7 Qifeng, Qinglian Lake, Center Lake, Baltic lake, Lake in



the composition of the five Great Lakes. The whole ring of water

around the scenic mountain, pavilion pavilion pavilion, shimmering

rock video, the issue as a whole, the best natural scenery, to have "the

first wonder of Lingnan", "human-xian JING", "natural landscape

bonsai" of reputation. Over the years thousands of famous people do

not know how many letters dumped and left countless poems. "West

Lake water by a circle, but also shift reactor Yangshuo Mountain 7.堤

边Liu added fishes, long frame between heaven and earth to stay."

Chairman Ye Jianyings poem summarizes the Qixingyan highly

poetic landscape. Attractions Qixingyan many of which pay homage

to the arch of the landscape, Pinghu Youtong embankment,

Langzhong Sunset Wind, yuping Pinnacle, Shilin kurtosis bones,

Hongqiao雪浪, the moon in the water rock clouds, song get on

Taiwan, Tibet odd stone chamber, the Millennium Poetry Gallery,

Ha Young-ok, Tianzhu Reaching for the Stars, Lianhu boating, the

Arab-Israeli slope springs, stay drunk桂轩, cups peak floating green,

open days, Cave, soul on Songtao,仙掌wind, Zhaohui, such as Baltic

20 King. Walls and then to Song, Mei Um, white mother of Sharon

Temple, the last dianthera Park. Then we will stay tonight, Zhaoqing

City International Hotel. After dinner, we also show the evening is to

Zhaoqing Square arch to see Asias first laser-music musical fountain,

and Sung Dynasty Village cultural show Zhaoqing Zhaoqing --- Paul

Plaza building in the simulation, "Sung Dynasty Village," will be the

Millennium Song Zhaoqing culture, enrichment about 4500 square

meters in one of the "Sung Dynasty Village", the overwhelming

majority of tourists to visit for three months free of charge. The cost



of laser musical fountain musical fountain is 4.28 million yuan, for

the fan-shaped fountain, points up and down the two pools, upper

and lower pool 88 meters outside the arc length, arc length within 78

meters, 15 meters wide. The pond along the South (positive) on both

sides of face and under the pool arrangement, the three meters wide,

the pool of water to 1600 tons per hour down the flow of直泻form

or water. Pool Fountain South (positive) surface for more than

40,000 square meters of Paul Place, the North (rear) side Xinghu

wide lake, against the back0drop of the famous Lake Qixingyan
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